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Dear John, 

Our letters crossed. Just returned from xte . York, where I went to address 
an REX memorial meeting. I’m always behind, and each trip ends with a new stack of 
things waiting me. Hurriedly, NBC and a local TV station 8nd the EYTimes covered 
the meeting, but there was no reporting. NBC seems to hove made a sound tape of the 
entire thing. At one point thipr cameramen mounted the stage wlrf.h a hand camera 
and carefully photographed the entire audience. There was no reporting at all. Total 
media aiiince. How meaningful aro the constitutional guarantees? 

It was also a qhock to me to lesra that literary and scholarly thMvery 
arc universal and accepted and that the man who asks about it is regarded eg atavistic, 
some kind of nut. Lane is another end current example. His new ho^k, which succeeds 
in the impossible (defaming publishers ohd libelling the media) had blatant examples. 
ne is so unconcerned he invests fictititious footnotes to mask whet*he lifted from me. 
In one case, ho even invents a noner-existent source, the "index to the basic source 
materials’’ of the donmission. If he had even nodding acquaintance with the Commission1 s 
work he’d know that the greatest single handicap in using their files is the total 
lack cf en index. Aside from this, the document he had in mind i? not and esnrot be 
his source, which is, egain, iHITEhASH II. This is part of the climate, p- rt of the 
explanation of how such things esn hapr.en in our lend. 

Yours is a fine and generous review, and I do appreciate it. 

°n liringuier, until I can catch up with a really high stack of stuff, can 
the willing student begin with this chore: getting every reference to any public 
statement or meeting by Qringuier and every refe enco to the Cuban Student >irector- 
ate (IRE) iron the local papers, esp. if he can get access to their morgue? 

I wish I could be there now. I hated to lerjve lart time, for my work 
is and has been amazingly fruitful there. Aside from the work here, my two biggest 
problems are air fare and e place to stty. If .Matt Herron is home I’ll be able to 
stay there. But when you ere broke, even $150 is a large sum, and that is what 
fars comes to. There is & larger story in N.O. and La than even the C-arrison office 
realizes, I am confident* 

Returning to Bringuier, back to the Bay of Figs, early 1961. Incidently, 
ha has yet to serve me in his latest frivolous suit. The last of the series, sgsinst 
lanyon al30-he has made no effort to serve tnem. He and hi3 CIA friends ere again 
prostituting the courts. Alas, the papers and electronic media go along with It, 
entirely uncritically. Not one has ever asked me for any kind of comment on any of 
hir- suits, end not once “has ever reported the dismissal for causa, that, is, with 
prejudice, of his action. 

This newest and I wish 1 coulu believe lest assassination aits me harder 
because I heve rodictad it snd others 3inca may 1966. I discussed the REX one a fev; 
hours before it happened, on a smell TV station in Washington. It had been predicted 
to me in New Orleans by an RFX man two months ago. That I seem to understand what is 
happening is little comfort. 

Thanks for the correction on Etoyer. I knew bettor. I guess we sll hurry 
to much. I dor’t think I have ever seer. 3 book with cs many typos os Os'-vsld In 
New Orleans. 

Ecuse the haste, and again, many thanks. Hope we can meet again so~n. 

Sincerely, 


